




Venue: Mexico / Mayan Temple

Target Audience: Kids , Teens , Adult. (All 
Ages)

Story: Once upon a time there life some 
happy city in Mexico .They are live very in 
the joy and prosperty .The reason why they 
can live in prosperity it is because there is 
“CRYSTAL BALL” as a power source. The 
power also has a power to avoid the 
eclipse .Because once the eclipse come 
there will be a lot of dark souls come . One 
day there some , want to take the crystal 
ball to rule the mexico . Then he able take 
the crystal ,and the undead souls is appear 
. People are running away and they hide 
from the undead souls. But, only one 
person who didn’t fear , its Nino The Chi-
huahua.He by the people the mask of 
“Lucha Libre” .Suddenly he got super 
power and he try to bring back the crystal 
from Bulls.

STORY



Ideation 
for games



Mexico taste
My idea truly based from Mexico City. 
WHy? i choose Mexico City it is because 
actually, Mexico has a lot of fun stuff that 
can be used for entertaining.However, 
there are still a lot of people who has a 
bad prespective about Mexico since 
Donald Trump make huge wall to separate 
between Mexico and USA. Nevertheless 
Mexico is a beautiful country that has a lot 
of uniqueness . 
So, there are several thing about Mexico 
that i add to my game such as the Venue 
of Mexico City , Cihuahua as inspiration for 
the character , Lucha Libre as an decora-
tions for character , Dia De Muertos for the 
minion , El Matador as a Boss ,  and Tortilla 
Chips as picking up item . 



CIHUAHUA
The Chihuahua's history is convoluted and 
there are many theories surrounding the 
origin of the breed. Both folklore and ar-
chaeological finds show that the breed 
originated in Mexico. The most common 
and most likely theory is that Chihuahuas 
are descended from the Techichi, a com-
panion dog favored by the Toltec civiliza-
tion in Mexico. No records of the Techichi 
are available prior to the 9th century, al-
though dog pots from Colima, Mexico, 
buried as part of the western Mexico shaft 
tomb tradition which date back to 300 BC 
are thought to depict Techichis. It is proba-
ble that earlier ancestors were present 
prior to the Mayas as dogs approximating 
the Chihuahua are found in materials from 
the Great Pyramid of Cholula, predating 
1530 and in the ruins of Chichen Itza on the 
Yucatán Peninsula.

In fact, wheeled dog toys representing the 
Chihuahua have been unearthed across 
Mesoamerica from Mexico to El Salvador. 



Lucha Libre
Lucha libre (Spanish pronunciation mean-
ing "Free fight") is a term used in Mexico for 
a form of professional wrestling developed 
in the country. Professional wrestling is an 
athletic form of entertainment based on a 
portrayal of a combat sport. Although the 
term today refers exclusively to professional 
wrestling, it was originally used in the same 
style as the American and English term 
"freestyle wrestling" referring to an amateur 
wrestling style without the restrictions of 
Greco-Roman wrestling.

Mexican wrestling is characterized by col-
orful masks, rapid sequences of holds and 
maneuvers, as well as "high-flying" maneu-
vers, some of which have been adopted in 
the United States. The wearing of masks 
has developed special significance, and 
matches are sometimes contested in 
which the loser must permanently remove 
his mask, which is a wager with a high 
degree of weight attached.



dia de muertos
Day of the Dead (Spanish: Día de Muertos) 
is a Mexican holiday celebrated through-
out Mexico, in particular the Central and 
South regions, and by people of Mexican 
ancestry living in other places, especially 
the United States. It is acknowledged inter-
nationally in many other cultures. The 
multi-day holiday focuses on gatherings of 
family and friends to pray for and remem-
ber friends and family members who have 
died, and help support their spiritual jour-
ney. In 2008, the tradition was inscribed in 
the Representative List of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO.

The holiday is sometimes called Día de los 
Muertos in Anglophone countries, a 
back-translation of its original name, Día 
de Muertos. It is particularly celebrated in 
Mexico where the day is a public holiday. 
Prior to Spanish colonization in the 16th 
century, the celebration took place at the 
beginning of summer. Gradually, it was as-
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The first inspiration that i come up on my mind is a cihuahua that 
really weird because as we know that cihuahua is very small and 
not macho. But i try to turn him to be a hero that has super power 
and strong.I also add a bit of stuff for the mask using green and red 
color to make more mexican color.  

Sketch

Colors



After rough sketch on the paper i go straight with the line art on 
Photoshop .Unfortunately i still cant paint my character nicely but i 
manage to put the color of my character on Adobe Illustartor .It is 

going to be flat color with the shade .

Digital 
sketch

Colors



Basiclly this the first try for the digital progress so i just exactly follow 
the digital rough sketch and put a color .I also manage to put the 
shade pattern and also the shape . Still look too freindly and boring 
at the same time .        

1st attempt

Punch
Run
Jump
Blew Air .

Ability



The second touch probably I  make a lot of changes with the char-
acter shade and the pattern also.Nothing much with the body and 

the arm as well .But probably this one is look a bit better thane the 
first one still look falt and boring but i will cahnge it for the final 

touch.

2nd touch

Punch
Run

Jump
Blew Air .

Ability



Allright, so this is the finalize for the ElNino the Brave Cihuahua . Tput 
a lot of changes inside the character  such as the shade , the 
mouth .I also make the shape little bit sharper than before be-
cause it is bring the feel of machones and the roughness of the 
character as well.Probably this is much better than the last time 
looks macho and cute in the same time.

Punch
Run
Jump
Blew Air .

Finalize

Ability Profile
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Minion
 This minion was inspired by the moodboard itself . I create something much more cute so people can realize the powerless from 
this minion is not scary but it can motivate people / player to destroy the minion . I am just adding some simple-simple shape so iti 
is much more acceptable to see by the audience.His ability is to run and punch.



witch general
Witch General has an ability to throw the fire . His movement is quite slow because he is a witch once a again .Anoth-
er unique stuff being general is they only die after we hit them 3 times . So, it is not the same like an ordinary minion but 
it is much more stronger and has an unique ability .



Ankle Bully 
Base from his shape he is strong but he also consider as a general that have an unique ability not to just intimidate .He 
can turn himself angry when he see the Cihuahua .He really hate Cihuahua so much .So, better becareful with this 
dude he strong and has an ability to  jump quite far.
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Boards





El diablo base from his name it is mean the notorious .He has a 
huge body beause he is a boss fearless and really scary .He using a 
mayan ethnic clothes to show about the mayan culture from 
mayan in Mexico . 

El Diablo 
(Boss)

Punch
Run
Jump
Bull Eye Laser

Ability
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1/5 1/8 1/8 3/5 4/5 1/5
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Enviroment
Stuff



For the enviroment I just doing the concept 
for the wall first .The concept is a mayan 
pattern which could represent about 
mayan ethnic.

ENVIROMENT



Picking 
item



Tortilla chips is made for add hp beacuse 
base from my research tortilaa is a good 
meal for those who fasting .It is contain a 
lot protein

Jalapeno chili is made for increasing exp.If 
the character exp are full his tongue 
gonna burn .

Tortila Jalapeno



iTEM 
AFTER WIN



Power source

Once upon a time the source ball has 
been made by the elder Cihuahua to 
maintain the balance of the world .It is also 
to block the undead temple which is 
undead are sealed, so they dont come 
and disturb Cihuahua and the other 
people .This power ball source is located 
at the village .But beware dont ever touch  
it because once you touch it your body will 
blow up away..... 

STORY
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exittry again

Game Over



leavereturn

Pause



Flowchart

Play cutscene


